Pennsylvania Pollinator Series
3. Gardening for Pollinators
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of US land) are developed for nator destination, it needs a wide
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a garden to be a worthwhile polli-
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to manage part of the backyard shelter is an even more pressing
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for outdoor recreational activities, problem than lack of food. Standhomeowners often use it much ing dead trees or branches, piles
too extensively. Not only are vast of wood, patches of bare soil, and
lawns wildlife deserts, but main- shrubs with soft pith are ideal
taining them can require the use nesting habitats for many of our
of high volumes of water, fertiliz- pollinators. Usually, a less maniers, pesticides, fuels, and time. cured garden provides the necesNow is the opportunity to see sary pollinator nesting habitats. If
these extensive stretches of turf the presence of piles of branches
as canvases that can be filled and dead trees is a liability issue,
with natural and diverse textures, natural habitats can be enhanced
and colors of native and adapted or substituted with manmade polplants.

linator nests.

An abundance of pollen and nec- Once food and shelter have been
tar, pollinator food, is one of the provided, a long-term goal is to
prerequisites for a sustainable ensure that backyard managepopulation of pollinators. Most ment practices are pollinator
Penstemon (Penstemon hirsutus)

native pollinators fly small dis- friendly. With the exception of
tances to collect food. In order for controlling invasive plant species,

the saying that “less is more” ap- (honeybees and bumblebees)
plies to almost all backyard up- exhibit aggressive behavior if
keep practices in order to create their colony is threatened. More
a pollinator habitat garden. Not than 95% of the bee species in
only will pollinators and other the U.S. are solitary. For more on
wildlife thrive in a naturalized bee and wasp stings, read the
backyard, but by reducing the Hymenoptera Stings section.
time spent on mowing, cleaning,
pruning, deadheading, mulching,
and applying pesticides, there will
be more time to enjoy a backyard
full of life.
With more time for recreation,
families can observe the secrets
of the life that pulsates in their
backyards. Inquisitiveness will
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